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Title

Format

Get it

2020 payroll tax deferral guidance. Eric Spencer, Kay Stegall, Ralph Cross, Al Major,
Brad Harris. A memo from MTAS on the 2020 Payroll Tax Deferral Program

General

Download

Cut the fat: use lean learning to demonstrate business impact. Ajay M. Pangarkar,
Teresa Kirkwood. People mistakenly believe that lean thinking or learning is used when
budgets are going to be cut back. This is not the case, the lean practice is about
performance improvement and cutting waste where necessary.

Article

Request

Detecting playground deficits: going beyond the obvious. Lee E. Martin. Playgrounds
are designed to provide challenges to children but when there are reports of frequent
injuries from a piece of equipment, it’s time to investigate.

Article

Request

Hot mix asphalt paving handbook. United States. Federal Aviation Administration. This
title is a comprehensive handbook that covers all processes of hot-mix asphalt paving. It
includes information on manufacturing facilities and batch and drum mix facility
operations.

Book

Request

It's not too late to achieve a good census count in your Tennessee municipality. Gary
Jaeckel and Frances Adams-O’Brien. An MTAS Hot Topic providing resources on the
2020 Census impact on local finances and resources for getting a message out
encouraging participation in the decennial count.

General

Download

(In TD – Vol. 74, no. 6 (June 2020), p. 46-49.)

(In Parks & Recreation Playground Guide (2020), p. 18-21.)
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Legal guide for officers and supervisors: critical tasks in law enforcement. Jack Ryan.
The author created this title to provide those in law enforcement with a quick reference
guide to the law and how it impacts critical tasks in the field.

Book

Request

Public works management practices model. American Public Works Association.
Accreditation Council. This manual along with the Self-Assessment Software, is a critical
tool for any size public works agency. Use this book as the basis for developing or
improving your agency’s existing practices, enhancing performance, increasing
productivity, and strengthening employee morale.

Book

Request

Sample resolution to designate depository bank. Pat Hardy. MTAS developed a brief
resolution for designating a depository bank.

Resolution

Download

Sense and nonsense about crime, drugs and communities. Samuel Walker. This title
was one of the first in the field to challenge misconceptions about crime.

Book

Request

What lies beneath. Mary Cropp. The author suggests that those who design trainings,
whether live or online, should be aware of the cultural factors that can make a difference
to how learners respond to the information.
(In TD – Vol. 74, no. 9 (September 2020), p. 36-41.)

Article

Request
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